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Most Projects in the developing economies 
faces different challenges, which 
includes COST OVERRUNS, due to 

several factors..  Riding on the core team's 
collective work experience of over 100 years,         
S CUBE Trans Continental Group is now poised to 
cater to and add value towards these inherent and 
yet fundamental challenges, within the domain of 
specialised global logistics. Initially incorporated 
in DMCC Dubai, alongside its Group companies 
subsequently registered in India and USA, S CUBE 
is structured to provide focussed Logistics Services 
between continents, propelled thru its IT Enabled 
Solutions, Trading & Dealerships and finally 
supported with a very in-depth Logistics Audit as 
in-house Consultants. The buffet of services 
ranges from the traditional to transformational 
requirements of customers - spreading over a varied 
range of sectors & geographies such as Power for 
EPC (Thermal/Nuclear/Solar/Wind/Hydro), Oil & 
Gas, Automotive, Railway/Metro Projects, 
Fertiliser & Pharmaceutical plants, Telecom, Chemical 
plants, Iron & Steel, Metals & Mining, Engineering 
goods Exports, Cement Plants / Infrastructure & Realty 
Projects. ways 'double layered' while making sure that there 

Since its inception towards the end of 2013,   a re    no conflict of interests and business 
S CUBE are focussing towards very specialised confidentiality between different assignments. 
services related to Project Forwarding - including During these formative years, S CUBE's 
Heavy Lift/Over Dimension Cargo transportation, geographical focus and client data base and 
as well as related civil works, besides sea/air network is initially spread over Middle East & 
chartering, Multi-modal general freight forwarding Africa, India - South Asia regions, while gradually 
(sea/air/road), Plant relocation including they plan to multiply and comprehensively cover 
dismantling & site infrastructure    management, the Asia Pacific, European region, as well as the 
Warehousing & Storage solutions for 3PL clients, American continental markets.
e/mCommerce solutions for Global Logistics, S CUBE Trans Continental Group's unique 
complete logistics Consultancy & training. business  model  has  been  moulded  around  

This ISO 9001 : 2008 certified company with its creating value through net-savings for customers 
own Multi-modal transport operations license, can besides helping them structure their overall 
not only directly cater to large EPCs and other such logistics cost budgets through a detailed operational 
customers, but is likely to also play a audit, right from inception. A Global Logistics 
supplementary/supporting retainer-ship based role e/mCommerce platform coupled with a separate 
for new business development for and on behalf of business unit focussed towards trading & 
Global Freight Forwarders, as well as Heavy lift dealerships, with it's own import exports license 
Equipment Owners/operators, thus reducing their have been formed within the Group, to cater to the 
overall head-count and yet adding sectoral & diversified yet well integrated business interests 
geographical business synergies adhering to the within the overall platform of its service offerings. 
highest levels of code of conduct compliance. Thus Promoted by a core Management team/Board of 
the span of S CUBE's business strategy is in many Directors, with varied experience and years of
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proven business credentials; the company into the shoes of any customer and derives strength 
ultimately aspires to be a very specialised/ from the client's business volumes, instead of 
customised and niche Global Multi-modal flaunting their own, is unique in many ways besides 
Transport Operator, which would then generate offering the clients a feeling of oneness towards a 
business not only from Global clients, but also common objective and partnership, is a major step 
integrate and support International Freight away from a customer v/s service provider 
Forwarders, which in turn would reciprocally form relationships.. Creating value through actual 
a part of it's world-wide network and support SAVINGS, basis a well-structured budgeted 
structure, without having to add huge overheads. number is a daunting task for any logistics business, 

wherein the uncontrollable factors are many and S CUBE Trans Continental Group's Founder 
some of them are even not visible during most Chairman & Managing Director, Shankar 
commercial agreements. This is exactly where past Chatterjee, has a Business Management back-
experience, transparency and an open book strategy ground, specialised in International Sales & 
with business ethics makes a world of difference for  Marketing. Shankar's career now panning over 26 
S CUBE and in-turn also for customers. This format years, saw him in professional Director & Board 
of retainer-ship based business model is undoubtedly Member positions, over the last 13 years now. 
well ahead of its time moreso in several Shankar's career in Logistics & Supply Chain 
transformational economies; but it  often  compels business, largely revolved around the Global 
several customers to introspect and say, well why Automotive customers, Thermal & Nuclear Power 
not!!  S CUBE dares to make this difference…projects, Fertiliser plants, while he networked 

around the world to enhance his role, both in the Speaking to the CEO Magazine, the company 
areas of business development and also to develop revealed, "S CUBE plans to grow through related 
business' from inception as a Profit Centre Head, diversification and acquisitions in creating a well-
over the last several years. structured, customised and professionally run, mid-

sized Global business organisation - where we can Shankar is also an internationally invited 
blend the best of both worlds - a Global company's speaker in many forums around the world, besides 
professional outlook with 100 percent adherence to also being an executive committee member in some 
compliance norms and at the same time the of them. As a mentor, he is also a Member of 
flexibility to be able to cater to customised services Governing Councils for Business Schools and also 
with sound local/regional knowledge and expertise.  frequently writes for business magazines and 
S CUBE firmly believes that there is vast delta of business/social media platforms. He firmly 
opportunity in creating a professional business believes that in the business of logistics, the key 
structure to offer to a niche market, which lies driving force is always the PEOPLE, around whom 
between the global giants and local organisations, any organisation is always built and created. 
without competing with either of them!" This Customer focus and most importantly attitude and 
young business group are presently looking out for commitment towards service, according to him are 
Global Strategic partners to augment their efforts the pre-cursor to success.
and business plans to accomplish their mission to 

Shankar Chatterjee now assumes his new role as GO BEYOND LOGISTICS..
an entrepreneur; yet another milestone in his 
distinguished and eventful career. S CUBE are not 
trying to become just another large freight 
forwarder - who are making profits through buying 
and selling of logistics services. SERVE, 
SUPPORT & SIMPLIFY are just the three key 
words that defines the business model and 
philosophy of the Group. As a relatively young 
business, there are obvious challenges and 
handicaps the Group faces in its formative years, 
but is driven by a resolute passion to create a 
difference despite all odds. The collaborative 
approach of S CUBE, wherein they literally walk 
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